B

How to make the

bouncing sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips together,
voice is ON
air is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the bouncing sound.
Practice saying /b/ as you bounce a ball or bounce
up and down on a trampoline.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger on your closed lips.
Move your finger outward quickly as you make the /b/

sound. This action shows your child the beginning
placement of “lips together” & the quick release of air.

bananas, basket, ball, bear, boat, bee

How to make the

CH

choo-choo
sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips are apart but close, and
may be rounded
tongue is behind front teeth,
voice is OFF, air is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the choo-choo sound.
Practice saying CH as you push a train on the
tracks.

Tactile Cue
Place your hands on either side of your mouth and
expand your fingers as you make the CH sound.

This action shows your child the beginning placement of
lips close and the & the quick release of air.

chair, chart, cheese, chilly, peach, beach

d

How to make the

drumming sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
tongue is up, front
Voice is ON
sound is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the drumming sound.
Practice saying /d/ as you pound out a rhythm on a
drum.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger in the center of your lips, just
under your nose. Move your finger outward quickly as

you make the /d/ sound. This action shows your child
the tongue placement & the quick release of sound.

dog, dinosaur, candy, game board, island, ladder

How to make the

F

windy sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Teeth bite lip,
voice is OFF
air is long”

Auditory cue
This is the windy sound.
Practice saying /f/ as you blow air to make the
windy sound. Many children are able to do this at
the end of words better than the beginning.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger on your bottom lip and push
slightly to slide the lip under the top,, front teeth.

If needed, move your finger outward to show the
release of continuous airflow.

fan, fish, muffin, dolphin, elf, giraffe

How to make the

g

gulping sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
tongue is back
voice is ON
sound is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the gulping sound.
Practice saying /g/ as you pretend to drink or
swallow something.

Tactile Cue
Place your hands on either side of your head near your
ears. This action shows your child the beginning back

placement of tongue. Make sure your child’s mouth is
open wide with jaw down.

goat, gorilla, wagon, Lego, dog, frog

How to make the

h

laughing sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
voice is OFF
air is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the laughing sound.
Practice saying /h/ as you laugh at a funny joke!
HA! HA! HA!

HEE HEE HEE!

HE-HAW!

Tactile Cues
Place your cupped hand in front of you mouth to feel the air
as it is released. **OR**
Place both hands, palms up near your ears and move them
downward toward your shoulders.
This action shows your child the back placement the sound.

hippo, house, happy, hedgehog, doghouse, unhappy

How to make the

j

jumping sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Tongue is up behind your
teeth,, & lips are apart but
close. Air moves over tongue
voice is ON”,

Auditory cue
This is the jumping sound.
Practice saying J as you skip rope or play hop
scotch or bounce up and down on a trampoline.

Tactile Cue
Using your index finger and thumb,,
press in at the corners of your mouth while saying
the “j” sound.

jam/jar, jeans, jellyfish, jet, jump rope, juice box

k

How to make the

coughing sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
tongue is back
voice is OFF
air is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the coughing sound.
Practice saying /k/ as you pretend to cough or
clear your throat.

Tactile Cue
Place your hands on either side of your head near your
ears. This action shows your child the beginning back

placement of tongue. Make sure your child’s mouth is
open wide with jaw down.

key, kite, bucket, cupcake, duck, lock

How to make the

L

singing sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Tongue is up behind your
teeth,,
tongue moves down quickly
voice is ON”,

Auditory cue
This is the singing sound.
sing your favorite song using “La, La La” instead of
the words.

Tactile Cue
Using a gloved hand, place your index finger on the ridge
behind the front teeth to show where the tongue

should be to begin the sound.

ladder, ladybug, lamp, Lego, lock, lollipop

M

How to make the

humming/yummy
sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips together,
voice is ON
sound is long”

Auditory cue
This is the humming sound.
Practice saying /m/ as you hum your favorite song.

This is the yummy sound.
Practice saying /m/ when you eat a delicious snack.

Tactile Cue
Pinch your index fingers and thumbs together on the
sides of your mouth. This action shows your child the

beginning placement of “lips together.”

monkey, mouse, flamingo, farmer, thumb, ice cream

How to make the

N

nose sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart
tongue is up
voice is ON”

Auditory cue
This is the nose sound.
Ask your child a silly question like
“Do dogs say ‘meow’?
Have them answer with “No, no, never!”

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger on the side of your nose.
This action shows your child the place where the sound

should be released.

Nest, nurse, ant, bananas, acorn, crayon

ng

How to make the

bell ringing
sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
tongue up in the back,
voice is ON
air goes through the nose”

Auditory cue
This is the bell ringing sound.
Practice saying /ng/ as you pretend to ring bells.

Tactile Cue
Place your index fingers on both sides of your nose.

gong, king, ring, stink, swing, sing

How to make the

P

popping sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips together,
voice is OFF
air is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the popping sound.
Practice saying “p[op” as you blow some bubbles.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger on your closed lips.
Move your finger outward quickly as you make the /p/

sound. This action shows your child the beginning
placement of “lips together” & the quick release of air.

pencil, penguin, pie, pig, pumpkin, puzzle

R

How to make the

growling sound

Verbal and Visual

tongue is bunched

tongue is lifted

cues
“Lips apart,
voice is ON
sound is long”

Auditory cue
This is the growling sound.
Practice saying R when you pretend to be a pirate
or an angry bear.

Tactile Cue
Use your hand to imitate the tongue bunching in
the back
or
flipping up at the tip.

rabbit, raccoon, rain, robot, ring, rose

How to make the

s

snake sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart, teeth on top,
voice is OFF
air is long”

Auditory cue
This is the snake sound.
Draw a snake on a piece of paper.
Practice saying /s/ as you trace the length of the
snake with your finger.

Tactile Cue
Point one index finger at the corner of your mouth.
Move your finger outward from your face as you make

the snake sound.
This action draws attention to the front tongue
placement and shows the sound’s continuous airflow.

socks, sun, glasses, kissing, octopus, pillowcase

How to make the

SH

quiet sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips are round,
tongue is in middle of mouth
, voice is OFF
air is long”

Auditory cue
This is the quiet sound.
Practice saying SH when you pretend to calm a
crying baby.
Try to sneak around the house,... don’t get caught.

Tactile Cue
Make the quiet symbol. Place your index finger in the
center of your rounded lips.

shampoo, shark, sheet, fish, cash, wash

t

How to make the

tick-tock sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
tongue is up, front
Voice is OFF
air is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the tick-tock sound.
Pretend to be a clock and make the seconds tick.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger in the center of your lips, just
under your nose. Move your finger outward quickly as

you make the /t/ sound. This action shows your child
the tongue placement & the quick release of air.

tie, turtle, bottle , button, cat, hat

TH

quiet
tongue sandwich
How to make the

sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Tongue is between your
teeth,
voice is OFF
sound is quick”

Auditory cue
This is the quiet tongue sandwich sound.
Practice saying TH as you make a sandwich with
your tongue between your teeth.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger in front of your lips.
touch the tip of your tongue to your finger and keep

your voice off when you push the air through.

thief, thumbtack, thunderstorm, thirteen, bath, tooth

TH

loud
tongue sandwich
How to make the

sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Tongue is between your
teeth,
voice is ON
air is long”

Auditory cue
This is the loud tongue sandwich sound.
Practice saying TH as you make a sandwich with
your tongue between your teeth.

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger in front of your lips.
touch the tip of your tongue to your finger and make

your voice buzz to create the sound.

feather, weather, mother, slither, brother, father

How to make the

v

vacuum sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Teeth bite lip,
voice is ON
sound is long”

Auditory cue
This is the vacuuming sound.
Practice saying /v/ as you pretend to vacuum.
Practice saying /v/ when playing with cars.
“VROOM! VROOM”

Tactile Cue
Place your index finger on your bottom lip and push
slightly to slide the lip under the top,, front teeth.
If needed, move your finger outward to show the
release of continuous sound.

Vacuum, van, violin, volcano, volleyball, vulture

How to make the

w

crying sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips are round, then move
down
voice is ON”

Auditory cue
This is the crying sound.
Practice saying /w/ as you pretend to be a sad or
angry baby.

Tactile Cue
Make a circle around your lips with your index finger
and thumb. Move your finger outward quickly as you

make the /w/ sound. This action shows your child the
beginning placement of “lips round” & the quick
movement into the vowel sound.

wagon, wand, watch, web, whale, wheel

How to make the

y

yo-yo sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart,
tongue touches sides of teeth,
voice is ON”

Auditory cue
This is the yo-yo sound.
Practice saying y as you learn a neat yo-yo trick.

Tactile Cue
Place your thumb and middle finger on opposite sides of your
cheeks near top molars.

Bring

your fingers down to show

the downward movement of your jaw. Practice this motion
in front of a mirror for even more visual feedback.

yak, yarn, yeti, yogurt, yo-yo, yacht

How to make the

z

zipper sound

Verbal and Visual cues
“Lips apart, teeth on top,
voice is ON
sound is long”

Auditory cue
This is the zipper sound.
Practice saying /z/ as you pretend to zip coats, and
pants.

Tactile Cue
Point one index finger at the corner of your mouth.
Move your finger outward from your face as you make

the zipper sound.
This action draws attention to the front tongue
placement and shows the continuous sound.

zebra, zigzag, zipper, zoo, zucchini, zero

